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in a far more acute form when it had become obvious,
after this further experience of Labour in office, that
nothing could prevent the break. The present attitude
of the Labour Party, in fact, can only, as a philosophy
of action, postpone, without being able to solve, the
problem of the nature of the State, and the political
strategy which flows from the view we take of that nature.
For the Labour Party, the capture of an electoral
majority is itself the capture of the State-power. It assumes
that, by having the right, through its Cabinet, to direct
the business of the House of Commons, it is therefore
assured the obedience of all the instruments whereby the
State exercises its authority over any opposition it may
encounter. From its first fetal error of arguing that the
State-power is neutral as between contending ideologies,
it draws the mistaken conclusion that democracy is secure
whatever the economic envelope within which it is en-
closed. But all the evidence goes to show that the Stafje-
power is not so neutral. The only time in our history
in which it has had to choose between contending ideo-
logies which refused to give way, a new equilibrium was
reached only after civil war and revolution had decided
upon the purposes to which it had to be devoted. Thence-
forward,  no  doubt,  it has given  the appearance of
neutrality, simply because a choice between contending
ideologies which refused to give way had never to be
made. Now that the unstable compromise of capitalist
democracy  is   breaking  down,   the   question   of the
neutrality of the State-power depends not upon a pos-
tulate assumed, but upon an experience tested fay the
hard facts of life,
. My argument, therefore, goes bade to those remark-
able words of Lord Balfour which I quoted in an earlier
"It is evident^" he wrote^ "that chit whole
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